### TEAM STATISTICS

#### RU vs OPP

**Shots**
- RU: Total shots 35, OPP: Total shots 54
- RU: Shots on goal 18, OPP: Shots on goal 25
- RU: Shots on goal percentage 51.8%, OPP: Shots on goal percentage 46.3%
- RU: Shots on goal attempts 199, OPP: Shots on goal attempts 214

**Goals**
- RU: Goals 3, OPP: Goals 17
- RU: Shots at goal percentage 51.8%, OPP: Shots at goal percentage 46.3%
- RU: Shots at goal percentage 26.3%, OPP: Shots at goal percentage 26.3%

**Faceoffs**
- RU: Faceoffs 256, OPP: Faceoffs 225
- RU: Faceoff percentage 112.5%, OPP: Faceoff percentage 112.5%

**Clears**
- RU: Clears 256, OPP: Clears 225
- RU: Clear percentage 112.5%, OPP: Clear percentage 112.5%

**Penalties**
- RU: Penalties 47, OPP: Penalties 48
- RU: Minutes 36:30, OPP: Minutes 39:30

**Attendance**
- RU: Total attendance 10503, OPP: Total attendance 11257
- RU: Dates/avg per date 7/1500, OPP: Dates/avg per date 8/1407
- RU: Neutral site #/avg 1/2219

**Record**
- Overall: 11-5, Home: 7-0, Away: 4-0, Neutral: 0-1